Solution structures of complement components by X-ray and neutron scattering and analytical ultracentrifugation.
The short consensus/complement repeat (SCR) domain (also known as the complement control protein domain) is the most abundant domain type in the complement system. Crystal and NMR structures for proteins that contain single and multiple SCR domains have now been published. These contain inter-SCR linkers of between three and eight residues, and the structures show much variability in inter-SCR orientations. X-ray and neutron scattering, combined with analytical ultracentrifugation and constrained modelling based on known subunit structures will yield a medium-resolution structure for the protein of interest. The fewer parameters that are associated with the structure of interest, the more defined the structure of interest becomes. These solution studies have been applied to several SCR-containing proteins in the complement system, most notably Factor H with 20 SCR domains, a complement receptor type 2 fragment with two SCR domains, and rat complement receptor-related protein (Crry) which contains five SCR domains. The results show great conformational variability in the inter-SCR orientation, and these will be reviewed. Even though the rotational orientation cannot be modelled, it is nonetheless possible to measure the degree of extension of the multi-SCR proteins and, from this, to obtain functionally useful results.